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Creating complex 3D models is a challenging process. One of the main reasons for
this is that 3D models are usually created using software developed for conventional
2D displays which lack true depth perspective, and therefore do not support correct
perception of spatial placement and depth-ordering of displayed content. As a result,
modellers often have to deal with many overlapping components of 3D models (e.g.
vertices, edges, faces, etc.) on a 2D display surface. This in turn causes them to have
difficulties in distinguishing distances, maintaining position and orientation awareness,
etc. To better understand the nature of these problems, which can collectively be
defined as “focus and context awareness” problems, we have conducted a pilot study
with a group of novice 3D modellers, and a series of interviews with a group of
professional 3D modellers. This article presents these two studies, and their findings,
which have resulted in identifying a set of focus and context awareness problems
that modellers face in creating 3D models using conventional modelling software. The
article also provides a review of potential solutions to these problems in the related
literature.
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1. INTRODUCTION
Advances in computer technology, in terms of faster
processing power and increased memory capacity, have
made it possible to create and render highly realistic
3D models. Despite these, the process of creating 3D
models has remained largely unchanged since the 1990’s.
Although these days there are many techniques for
creating 3D models (e.g. based on solid geometry, point
cloud, 3D scanning, sketching, etc.) polygon-based 3D
modelling is still the most commonly used technique.
Modern 3D modelling software such as Maya and 3ds
Max [Autodesk, 2014] provide a large range of functions
to assist modellers (i.e. their users) with creating, editing,
and rendering polygonal 3D models. These tasks, however,
remain challenging and cumbersome.
Difficulties faced by 3D modellers can be generally
divided into two categories. The first category is related
to the problem of having to learn the large set of complex
commands and functions which most 3D modelling
software offer (i.e. system control). These can be overcome
through practice, and over time a user can learn and
remember hundreds of commands, shortcuts, etc.
The second category of challenges is related to learning
to operate in a 3D world which is projected on to a 2D
computer display surface. As 3D models become more
complex, the user of a 3D modelling software has to cope
with an increasing number of overlapping vertices, edges,
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and faces. Although modellers learn to somehow manage
this group of challenges, they may never overcome them
completely.
More effective 3D modelling tools and visualization
techniques are therefore needed to specifically address
the problems associated with creating 3D models
using conventional 2D display technology. Before such
techniques can be developed however, it is important to
better understand the extent of these types of problems.
In this article we identify a particular range of problems,
which we define as the focus and context awareness
problems. We then investigate how modellers deal with
these problems using existing polygonal 3D modelling
software. It should be noted that there may also be other
types of problems besides those relating to focus and
context awareness. These are however beyond the scope
of our investigations as reported in this article.
Here we describe a pilot study of novice modellers we
carried out to investigate the range of problems they
face when using conventional 3D modelling software. The
findings of this study were then used to guide the design of
a more comprehensive study which focused on professional
3D modellers. This study consisted of a series of interviews
and observations, and investigated the kinds of focus and
context awareness issues that professional modellers face.
Figure 1 presents a diagrammatic summary of the studies
presented in this article.
The article starts by providing an overview of focus
and context awareness in 3D modelling tasks (Section 2).
This is followed by describing the pilot study of the novice
modellers (Section 3), and its findings (Section 3.3). We
then present the study of the professional 3D modellers
(Section 4) which has resulted in identifying a set
of four related focus and context awareness problems
(Section 4.5). Finally, the article discusses how these
problems may be addressed by future software tools,
by reviewing potential solutions from related research
(Section 5), and presents some conclusions (Section 6).
2. FOCUS AND CONTEXT AWARENESS IN
3D MODELLING TASKS
Nunnari and Simone [2004] define focus as a center of
interest or activity, and note that focus is “characterized
by a high degree of user involvement to govern the flow of
tasks, and is devoted to supporting users in accomplishing
their individual or shared tasks”. Thus, the success of a
task is dependent on users’ ability to recognize their center
of interest throughout the task, and isolating it from the
rest of the non-focus area can increase their efficiency in
performing the task [Kosara et al., 2002].
The term context, on the other hand, refers to
information other than the object of interest that is visible
within the field of vision. Context is often perceived as the
extra information, which is not directly relevant to most
of the action being carried out on the point of interest,
but is referred to by the user in an indirect and occasional
manner. Schilit et al. [1994] note that context is more than
just knowledge, because it often involves other things that
are of interest to the user (i.e. focus) which may constantly
change.
The term awareness originates from the field of Gestalt
therapy [Yontef, 1993], and has since been commonly
used in Computer Supported Cooperative Work. In
group work, awareness refers to an understanding of the
activities of others, which provides a context for each
individual’s own activities [Dourish and Bellotti, 1992].
Various tools have therefore been proposed to support
better group awareness, mainly in 2D environment
[Gutwin et al., 1996, Gutwin and Greenberg, 1998].
Similarly, Focus and context awareness has also been
investigated by a number of researchers. For instance,
Yeh and Wickens [2001] conducted an experiment to
determine how focus and context awareness is used in
map reading tasks. They asked the participants to answers
questions about information displayed to them. Although
the participants were initially asked to answer questions
with less visible information (i.e. context) being displayed,
they were able to view the context whenever necessary.
The results showed that participants often re-displayed
or turned on the hidden information, even though it was
not directly related to the tasks they were performing.
The study demonstrated that the participants felt less
comfortable when less information was displayed, and this
affected their ability to give correct answers.
Khedr [2004] points out that the awareness created
from task-relevant information is helpful. The information
however needs to be relevant (i.e. available when needed),
and information overload should be avoided, as processing
unnecessary information causes distraction.
As mentioned earlier, polygonal 3D modelling tasks are
usually done using one of the many existing 3D modelling
software. These systems have generally been developed
for conventional 2D displays, and as such, project the
3D modelling world and its objects on to one or more
2D projection surfaces (called viewports), each of which
is a perspective or orthogonal view of the 3D world. 3D
modellers often use multiple computer displays and open
several viewports, each with a different view, to have
sufficient visual information to carry out their modelling
tasks.
Some of these tasks (e.g. vertex selection) require the
modeller to have a detailed view of the object or objects
they are working on, while others (e.g. object rotation)
benefit from having an overview of the entire 3D world,
or at least a large part of it. There are, however, many
other tasks which require the modeller to simultaneously
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Main study of professional 3D modellers
13 participants
were interviewed
and observed
38 open-ended 
questions
were used
Four broad areas of 
focus and context
awareness were
identified for investigation
Four specific category 
of focus and context
awareness problems
were defined
Pilot study of novice 3D modelles 
25 participants,
each performed a
30-hour modelling task
Participants answered
a questionnaire with a
range of questions
Figure 1. Diagrammatic summary of the studies presented in this article.
be aware of not only the object they are working on (i.e.
their focus), but also the larger context in which that
object exists. Furthermore, polygonal 3D models often
consist of a large number of components, which makes
focus and context awareness even more challenging. In
such cases focusing on the center of interest within the
correspondingly dense data is not always a trivial task,
resulting in the viewer having difficulties in locating their
point of interest in the sea of data [Krüger and Fogal,
2010].
Dourish [2004] notes that context and activity go
hand in hand, and argues that context arises from
the navigation and manipulation activities. However, in
certain conditions the context that arises from the activity
being performed may not be relevant to it, and therefore,
this irrelevant context has to be hidden or removed. This
situation can apply to 3D modelling where the processes
of navigation and manipulation of the model often change
the viewing orientation, resulting in a new context being
produced. In some cases context may no longer be helpful
to the task in progress, or in fact due to the large amount
of visible data context may actually become an obstacle
to task performance.
In existing 3D modelling software and hardware
environments, modellers tend to cope with these
challenging modelling tasks by using techniques such as
opening multiple viewports, changing focus to different
viewports, zooming in/out, hiding some of the objects,
rotating around objects or scenes, and so on. However,
even using a combination of these techniques is not
always sufficient to provide enough focus and context
awareness, and confusion can arise from the failure of the
modeller to recognize context while focusing on a specific
object. Although addressing the issues related to focus
and context awareness is crucial to reducing some of the
main challenges of 3D modelling tasks, these issues are
rather complex and have not been previously studied in
relation to the 3D modelling process.
3. PILOT STUDY OF 3D MODELLERS
We carried out an initial pilot study to broadly identify
some of the issues related to the types of problems faced by
3D modellers while performing their modelling tasks. This
exploratory study was questionnaire-based and aimed to
investigate the following questions:
 What are some of the potential problems faced by
modellers while performing 3D modelling tasks?
 What are the modelling situations that may cause
these potential problems to occur?
 How do modellers overcome these problems when
they occur using existing 3D modelling software
tools?
3.1. Pilot study participants
The study participants were undergraduate computer
science students taking a course in graphics and
multimedia. They were invited to fill out a questionnaire
after they had completed a 3D modelling course
assignment using Blender [2014].
Blender was the modelling software used in the
course the students were taking. It is a commonly used
open source polygonal modelling software which provides
similar functionality to other modelling software such as
MAYA and 3ds Max [Autodesk, 2014].
The students’ anonymous participation in this study
was totally voluntary and did not contribute to their
course grade. This group of students was chosen because
they had some basic knowledge of 3D modelling, but were
not experts, and were less likely to have bias toward a
particular modelling software.
Twenty five students (13 male, 12 female), aged 20-25
years old, took part in this study. None of them considered
themselves to be experts in 3D modelling. Thirteen of
them had intermediate level expertise in using Blender,
while the others were beginners. Sixteen of them had
some experience in using MAYA (6 intermediate level, 10
beginners), and 8 had also some experience in using 3ds
Max (all intermediate level).
3.2. Pilot study task and questionnaire
The study participants had to create a fully textured
skinned character of their own design as part of their 3D
modelling coursework.
They were asked to create a 3D polygonal mesh model
(with no more than 3000 triangles) of a character which
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could then be used for animation. The modelling task was
estimated to take around 30 hours on average to complete,
over a 3-week period. The participants worked in their own
time and were not observed while working.
The design of the questionnaire was guided by a
review of literature on different 3D modelling techniques
in general, and polygonal modelling in particular. A
summary of the questionnaire is presented in Table A1.
Questions 1–3 collected demographic data, and questions
4–15 focused on the participants’ experience of using
Blender to create their 3D models. Questions 7–15 used
a 5-point Likert scale to get the participants’ ratings
of different aspects of the 3D modelling process. These
questions also asked the participants to provide free-form
textual comments to clarify their ratings.
3.3. Results of the pilot study
3.3.1. Task completion
Question 4 asked if the participants felt they had com-
pleted their assignment successfully. Fifteen participants
(60%) felt that they had not successfully completed their
assignment
(note that this does not mean they did not submit work
with each part of the modelling task attempted; just that
some felt that they should have done better). One of the
reasons given by the participants as to why they believed
they had not satisfactorily completed their work was due
to the difficulty they said they had in using Blender. This
is also reflected in their responses to some of the other
questions of the questionnaire, as discussed below.
3.3.2. Deleting the model and starting over
Question 5 asked if the participants had ever intentionally
deleted their model at some point and started over again
with a new model. The aim of this question was to
determine the causes of such a drastic action. Sixteen
participants (68%) said they had deleted their model one
or more times.
One of the reasons for deleting an object that was
mentioned by one of the participants is “because the shape
became complex and the vertices were not moving properly
to form a shape, and when I only select[ed] one vertex to
move, a whole lot of deselected vertices of the other side
moved too and ruined the shape”. Here, the respondent
claims that several unselected vertices were moved, and
this ruined the shape of their model. However, clearly
an unselected vertex is not affected when other selected
vertices are moved or transformed. Therefore, the reason
for this claim is probably because the participant did not
realise which vertices were selected, due to unintentional
selection of overlapping or other close by vertices.
Another reason given for deleting a model and starting
over was simply getting lost while performing 3D
modelling tasks. This has been identified as an issue by
Russo dos Santos et al. [2000], who point out that when
users are interacting with a 3D virtual world, they need
to have easy access to information to allow for judicious
decision making when solving eventual problems. For the
user’s movements to be efficient, it is important for the
modeller to have a spatial knowledge of the environment
and a clear understanding of their location.
3.3.3. Use of multiple viewports
In answer to Question 6, all the respondents noted
that they often had two or more viewports open while
performing their tasks. Generally, the purpose of having
more than one viewport open is to enable modellers to
view and work on details of the 3D model in one viewport
while having an overview or different views of the 3D
model in the others.
The respondents’ feedback showed that their most
commonly used views were the front, top and side views.
While in orthographic mode, 15 (80%) of the respondents
regularly used the front view, 18 (72%) used the top view,
and 21 (84%) used the side view. In the perspective mode,
the numbers were very similar, with 18 (72%) regularly
using the front view, 15 (60%) using the top view, and 15
(60%) using the side view.
3.3.4. Viewing all the objects of the model
Question 7 asked if the participants had used the view
all function or not, and how useful they had found it
if they had used it. The view all function in Blender
makes all the objects of the model visible to the viewer by
zooming and pointing to an appropriate vantage point. As
a consequence, the viewing size and position of the objects
on the screen is usually altered in order to accommodate
them in the viewport.
The analysis of the participants’ responses, as shown
in Figure 2, indicates that the participants rated the
importance of being able to view all the objects of their
model above average (M = 3:24, SD = 1:23, 1:not
important, 5:very important).
3.3.5. Realizing the viewer’s location
Question 8 investigated the need for having a virtual
eye location indicator on the viewports. The eye location
indicator is used in some 3D modelling software to show
where the model is being viewed from. For example Doga
[2014] uses a red dot to indicate the position of the
eye, and blue lines to represent the viewing direction for
the perspective view (see Figure 3). However, although
the virtual eye location indicator assists the viewer in
determining their viewing position, it adds extra visual
lines to the viewport, making it even more crowded.
The results of the analysis, as shown in Figure
2, indicate that many participants found the lack of
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Figure 2. Average ratings for questions 7–12 of the pilot study
questionnaire.
information about the eye location in Blender problematic
(M = 3:36, SD = 1:32, 1:not problematic, 5:very
problematic).
Figure 3. Eye location (red dot with blue lines) in Doga 3D
modelling software.
3.3.6. Selecting a vertex or a group of vertices
The participants were asked whether or not selecting a
single vertex (Question 9) or a group of vertices (Question
10) was an easy task. The results of the analysis, as
shown in Figure 2, indicate that the study participants
found both types of selection tasks reasonably difficult
(M = 3:32 in both cases, SD = 1:28 and SD = 1:41,
1:not difficult, 5:very difficult). The task of selecting a
single vertex or a group of vertices is frequently repeated
in 3D modelling, and as such being able to perform it with
accuracy and ease is critically important.
One of the study participants pointed out that “[I] often
need to zoom in and zoom out to understand the model
better. In some views it was very hard to see where a
particular vertex was, and it took some time to select the
correct one because the vertices can be close to each other”.
This respondent used the zoom-in technique to increase
the visibility of the targeted vertex by showing a larger
gap between the vertices. Figure 4 illustrates an example
of this zooming technique and how it can be helpful. In
Figure 4a, vertices A and B are so close to each other
that the distance between them is not easily recognized.
The distance between them becomes more clear after the
model is zoomed-in, as shown in Figure 4b. However, this
technique causes some of the model to move out of the
viewport.
a)
b)
Figure 4. View of the selected vertices (a) before zooming in,
and (b) after zooming in.
A second problem related to selecting vertices was
highlighted by another participant, “[I] wasn’t sure how
to select [a] group of vertices. In many instances, I often
selected the one I didn’t want. You would assume the
one in front would be selected but it would choose the
one behind”. The problem of not being able to select
a group of vertices accurately is often caused by the
lack of accuracy of the selection tool being used. In
Blender, group selection is done by interactively drawing
a rectangle around the vertices. However, this tool is not
very accurate because it is not able to identify whether
the vertices within the rectangle are on the front or back
surface of the model. Figure 5 illustrates this problem
in Blender. In Figure 5a, a yellow rectangle is drawn,
with the aim of selecting vertices of interest A, B, and C.
Figure 5b shows the result of using the rectangle selection
tool, where a fourth vertex D belonging to the back face
of the model has also been selected.
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a)
b)
Figure 5. The process of (a) selecting a group of vertices
using the block selection, and (b) the result after selection.
A third difficulty of selecting vertices is highlighted by
another participant who had to “move [navigate] around
the model in order to be sure that the correct component is
selected”. Figure 6 illustrates an example of this situation,
where vertices and edges of the front and back faces of
the model are visible. Vertices A and B look near each
other when viewed from the direction in Figure 6a. In this
example, several vertices are selected (shown in yellow).
However, the status of vertex B, because of its location
on the back face, cannot be identified easily. In order to
verify the status of the selection, the modeller would need
to navigate around the model. Figure 6b verifies that in
this example vertex B is actually selected. Although this
type of navigating can be used to verify the status of the
selected vertices, it can also cause the modeller to lose
their focus as they move around the model.
a)
b)
Figure 6. The selected components of a model being viewed
form (a) one perspective, and (b) another perspective.
In most cases selection problems occur mainly because
3D modelling software select vertices regardless of their
depth order. A better solution, adopted by some modelling
software (e.g. ZBrush [Pixologic, 2014]), might be that by
default only the vertices located on the front face of the
model can be selected by the user.
3.3.7. Alignment and placement of objects
Question 11 asked the participants to rate how easy it was
to align objects in perspective mode, for example putting
an object on top of another. The analysis of the ratings, as
shown in Figure 2, suggests that aligning objects is not a
particularly easy task (M = 2:56, SD = 1:08, 1:not easy,
5:very easy).
One of the participants referred to a case where “in one
viewport the objects looked nicely aligned, but they were not
when seeing from another viewport. So I realigned them
again but then realized that they were wrong in another
viewport”. Another participant pointed out that “moving
objects for aligning purpose often results [in] the objects
being moved far away from the targeted location... it is
confusing as you think that they are close or aligned to
each other”.
Figure 7 illustrates an example of this type of alignment
problem, showing how the view provided by a single
viewport can be misleading. In Figure 7a, both objects
are clearly apart and not aligned with each other. When
the objects are viewed using the (orthogonal) side view, as
shown in Figure 7b, the objects are again seen as being far
apart from each other but at the same depth. When object
B is dragged along the X axis and placed below object
A, as shown in Figure 7c, object A looks to be aligned
with object B. However, when the viewing orientation is
again changed, as shown in Figure 7d, it is clear that the
assumption that the objects have been aligned was wrong.
These examples demonstrates that alignment of object
requires modellers to navigate in the 3D space and
view the objects using different viewports in order to
validate the status of the aligned objects. Although
multiple viewports are useful for providing modellers with
different viewing orientation, having multiple viewports
open reduces the size of the working area, as well as
requiring modellers to re-orient their focus back and
forth between different viewports. In fact having multiple
viewports open may actually hinder task performance in
some 3D environments (e.g. in CAD systems [Oh and
Stuerzlinger, 2005]).
The alignment and placement problems often arise from
the lack of support for spatial perception, without which
recognizing the relative positions and distances between
objects can be rather difficult. Furthermore, in real-world
objects are placed in relation to one another, and do not
float in mid-air. As such, human perception is not used
to dealing with this artificial aspect of virtual 3D worlds.
Although some CAD software enforce such physical rules
of the real-world in terms of placement of solid objects,
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a)
b)
c)
d)
Figure 7. The process of aligning two 3D objects with (a) the
initial view of the objects, (b) the same objects viewed from
the side, (c) object A dragged to the left to be aligned with
object B, and (d) the viewing orientation is changed, showing
that the objects are not aligned along the third axis.
navigation, etc. [Oh et al., 2006], this is not the case in
3D modelling software (for details see Section 5.2).
3.3.8. Displaying objects’ names
Question 12 asked the participants to give their rating
of the usefulness of displaying the names of objects in
perspective mode, as provided by some 3D modelling
software. The general idea behind displaying the names
of objects is to help modellers know which objects they
are working on, and enable them to identify the objects
of interest accurately.
The results, as shown in Figure 2, suggest that
displaying object names is not considered to be very useful
by the respondents (M = 2:60, SD = 0:91, 1:not useful,
5:very useful). The main reason given by the participants
for these ratings is that displaying object names would
further clutter the view of the 3D model.
3.3.9. Occlusion, parallax effect and depth perception
In questions 13, 14, and 15, the participants were asked
about their knowledge of the occlusion, parallax effect
and depth perception, respectively. More than 90% of
the participants had no understanding of the occlusion
or parallax effects, while 60% of the participants did not
know what depth perception was.
Although these results reflect the participants’ lack of
experience in 3D modelling tasks, they also highlight the
fact that software applications such as Blender do not
necessarily provide good support in these areas, which one
would consider to be fundamental to 3D modelling.
3.4. Summary of the findings of the pilot study
The results of this pilot study demonstrated that all
the participants had faced a range of difficulties while
performing their 3D modelling assignment tasks. Even
though most of these novice modellers’ experiences are
based on Blender,
as mentioned earlier, Blender is a typical example of
polygonal 3D modelling software, and provides reasonably
similar tools to other such software. Therefore, the use of
Blender, instead of other 3D modelling software, cannot
be the main reason for the problems encountered by our
study participants.
Most of the difficulties identified in this study can be
divided into one of four categories that are broadly related
to focus and context awareness. These are discussed below.
3.4.1. Maintaining position awareness
Our study participants have highlighted that they
sometimes get lost in the 3D modelling space while
performing their tasks. This is evidenced from the
participants’ responses to Question 6, which shows that
all the respondents often relied on two or more viewports
while performing their tasks.
Further evidence is observed from the participants’
responses to Question 7, in which they rated the
importance of view all functionality as being high. This
suggests that maintaining position awareness can be
difficult when some of the information is not visible,
which tends to happen as a result of navigation and
manipulation operations. Similarly, a high difficulty rating
given to Question 8 also shows that the lack of information
about the eye location is problematic, which further
suggests that maintaining position awareness in 3D space
is indeed difficult.
We had assumed that providing object labels may assist
users with identifying their position in 3D space. However,
the participants rated this option (Question 12) as not
very useful, due to it adding more visual information into
an already complex environment.
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3.4.2. Identifying and selecting objects or components of
interest
The ratings given by our study participants to questions
9 and 10 indicate that selecting a vertex or a group
of vertices is considered to be difficult. Furthermore,
responses to Question 6, as described above, also
show that multiple viewports were often used by the
participants to guide them in identifying and selecting
objects of interest.
3.4.3. Recognizing the distance between objects or
components of interest
The results of the study also showed that nearly 70% of
the participants acknowledged deleting their model one
or more times and starting over with new primitives.
As described by many of the participants, one of the
reasons for this was because they had selected a vertex
(or vertices) on the wrong side of the object when
reshaping their model, which had ruined the shape of
their model, without them realising it at the time of
reshaping, but noticing it later on when viewing the model
from a different orientation, or after further modelling
steps had made it impractical to use the undo command.
This not only confirms the problem with selection of
objects or components of interest, but also indicates that
modellers find recognizing the distance between objects or
components (in this case front and back vertices) difficult.
3.4.4. Realizing the relative position of objects or
components of interest
The participants’ responses to Question 11 indicated that
the task of aligning objects in 3D space is not very easy.
As discussed earlier, this is mainly caused by the difficulty
of realizing the relative position of objects or components
to each other.
4. STUDY OF PROFESSIONAL 3D
MODELLERS
The pilot study of novice 3D modellers identified four
main categories of focus and context awareness problems.
Due to the broad exploratory nature of this study, and
the limited experience of our participants in dealing with
complex modelling tasks, a more in-depth study was
subsequently conducted with professional 3D modellers.
This study focused more specifically on the four categories
of problems identified in the pilot study.
This new study consisted of a series of semi-structured
interviews [Gorman and Clayton, 2005], during which
open-ended questions [Lazar et al., 2010] were asked. The
semi-structured interview method was chosen because it
allowed us room for exploration, and addition of further
questions to seek clarifications when required [Lazar et al.,
2010]. Beside the interviews, the participants were also
observed while performing 3D modelling tasks in their
workplace. Some of the interview and observation sessions
were video-taped, when permission was granted to do so.
During the interviews, images of 3D models relevant to
the questions were shown to the participants. The images
were used for illustrating modelling situations or scenarios
which may involve focus and context awareness problems
as identified in the pilot study. The images used in the
interviews will be presented below in related sections when
discussing the findings of the study. We used a 3D model
of a car for these illustrations, because most people are
familiar with the structure of a car and its components
(e.g. there are seats inside the car, where the engine should
be, etc.). We are not suggesting that a car designer would
choose a polygonal modelling software instead of a CAD
system to design their car.
Furthermore, in order to better understand our
participants’ explanations, we also sometimes asked them
to demonstrate the relevant modelling issues using their
own example models. These demonstrations included
when and how the difficulties would normally occur
and how they were resolved. In the course of these
demonstrations, the participants were observed, questions
were asked for clarification, and audio or video-recordings
were made when permitted.
4.1. Interview questions
As mentioned, the participants were interviewed using a
set of open-ended questions, giving us flexibility for adding
or removing questions depending on the circumstances
and feedback given by the participants, which varied due
to their modelling experience. The open-ended questions
also allowed the participants to provide more in-depth
answers to our questions, and and discuss any other issues
of interest [Lazar et al., 2010]. A summary of the interview
questions is given in Table A2. The questions posed in the
interviews are divided into four groups:
 Modelling experience (questions 1–7): these
questions probed the participants’ levels of 3D
modelling experiences and their software preferences.
 Methods of modelling and preparation (ques-
tions 8–15): these questions aimed to determine the
participants’ methods of modelling and preparation.
 Focus and context awareness problems (ques-
tion 16–28): These questions were concerned with
the main aim of the study. They are further divided
into four categories: maintaining position awareness
(questions 16–21), identifying and selecting objects or
components of interest (questions 22–24), recognizing
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the distance between objects or components of inter-
est (questions 25–26), and realizing the relative posi-
tion of objects or components of interest (questions
27–29).
 Group projects and collaborative work (ques-
tions 30–38): these questions aimed to identify
whether or not the four categories of problems inves-
tigated in questions 16–28 also exist in the context of
group projects, and if so, how such problems occur.
Further to these questions the participants were also
asked to highlight any other types of difficulties that they
have previously experienced. For each difficulty that they
identified, the participants were asked to explain in detail
those situations that cause the problems to occur, and
discuss how they overcome these problems using existing
3D modelling techniques.
4.2. Study participants
Open invitations were made by email to a range of
companies offering 3D modelling services. No preliminary
filtering of the participants was undertaken in terms
of their 3D modelling software preferences. However,
whenever possible, total years of working experience was
taken into consideration before issuing invitations.
Out of 30 invitations sent out, 13 people working in
13 companies, spread across several different cities in
New Zealand, agreed to be observed and interviewed. The
participants were mainly involved in the film or computer
gaming industries, and came from a broad range of typical
professionals involved in 3D modelling.
Of the thirteen participants, 10 imposed a condition
prior to the interviews that video-taping the sessions
or viewing of the 3D models that they were working
on was not allowed due to confidentiality or copyright
issues. However, all the participants agreed to have their
interviews audio-taped.
4.3. Data collection and analysis
The main method of data collection during the interviews
and observations was through audio-recording (and some
video-recording when allowed), complemented with some
hand-written notes. The length of the audio recordings
varied from 30 to 50 minutes, depending on the actual
interviews and the time taken to demonstrate modelling
tasks. The total duration of the sessions ranged from one
to two hours.
Analysis of the recorded data involved listening to
the audio recordings, watching the recorded videos,
transcribing the conversations, taking notes of any
important observations, and looking at the hand-written
notes. This was an iterative process, requiring several
passes through the recorded and transcribed data,
according to the thematic analysis method, originally
proposed by [Dey, 1993], and widely used since for
analyzing qualitative data collected through interviews
and observations [Braun and Clarke, 2006].
The results of this analysis are presented below, based
on the categorization of the of the open-ended questions
used in the interviews (see Section 4.1).
4.4. Modelling experience and methods used
Table A3 presents a summary of the participants’ 3D
modelling experiences and their use of modelling software.
Most of the participants (85%) had five years or more
of 3D modelling experience. All 13 had experience of
using MAYA, 9 with 3ds Max, 5 with ZBrush, 3 with
Blender, 1 with Lightwave and 1 with Softimage. Even
though the interfaces of these software are different, their
functionalities are generally similar (except for ZBrush
to some extent). Hence the differences, advantages and
disadvantages of the individual 3D modelling software are
not considered here in the analysis of our study results.
The participants were asked to describe the most
challenging project they had worked on (Question 3).
The responses indicated that 3D modelling tasks can be
divided into two categories. The first category is referred
to as a “well planned and structured 3D modelling” task,
where the expected finished 3D model is well-defined. The
second category is an “ad hoc type of modelling” task,
where the target output is not well-defined. Majority of
the participants (9 of 13) noted that working on the second
type of modelling tasks is often the most challenging type
of project.
The participants were also asked to estimate the average
time they take to complete their 3D modelling tasks
(Question 4). The aim of this question was to estimate
the complexity of the projects the study participants work
on. Of the 13 participants, 8 reported that they have been
involved in 3D modelling tasks that have taken between
one to three months to complete. This indicates that
our participants had some experience of working on large
complex projects.
In terms of the range of their experiences, the
participants were asked whether they do computer
animation as well as 3D modelling (Question 5). Nine of
the participants worked on computer animations as well.
In response to the related Question 6, seven of these 9
participants said they spend more than 50% of their time
on modelling, while the other 2 participants spend more
than 50% of their time on animations. Finally, in response
to Question 7, six of the participants ranked the modelling
tasks as being more difficult than animations, while 3
ranked animations as being more difficult.
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In terms of the methods of modelling and preparation,
the participants were asked whether they recycle existing
3D models (Question 8). Eight (62%) of the participants
responded that they preferred to create 3D models from
scratch instead of recycling existing models. However, the
participants said that when possible, using existing models
could reduce their work by as much as 50%.
The participants were also asked whether they had ever
worked on, or improved, someone else’s model (Question
9). Eight of the participants noted that they had used
someone else’s model. Of these eight, four described
recycling someone else’s model as being both easy and
practical, while the other four claimed that making further
enhancement to someone else’s model was a difficult
task. These four participants, not in favour of modifying
someone else’s model, claimed that they normally did not
have enough information (e.g. the overall structure of the
model) when doing this type of tasks.
In response to Question 11, most of the participants (12)
preferred to do their modelling when they have everything
clear in their mind. The same number of participants (12)
also preferred to have other 3D modelling elements such as
lights, textures, and colors well defined before they start
their modelling tasks (Question 12). In a related question
(Question 13), eight (62%) of the participants said that
they generally draw the textures from scratch rather using
existing textures.
When asked about the type of viewports they most
commonly use (Question 14), 8 of the participants said
they preferred to use an orthographic view, 3 preferred
a perspective view, and the other two noted using both
types of views. Similar responses were obtained from
the participants when they were asked to describe their
viewing preference when editing objects (Question 15). In
the edit mode, 9 of the participants preferred to work in
orthographic view, 2 preferred perspective view, and the
other 2 preferred to use a combination of both views.
In summary, responses to questions 1–15 demonstrate
that our study participants were very experienced, and
had extensive working knowledge of various modelling
methods.
4.5. Focus and context awareness problems
At this point it is important to note that before
interviewing the study participants about the kinds of
focus and context awareness problem they may have faced
in their modelling tasks, the participants were given a
detailed explanation of what is meant by focus and context
awareness. This was necessary because the participants
were generally unaware of the relationship between focus
and context awareness and 3D modelling tasks. Based
on these detailed explanations and examples given to
them, the participants were able to relate their modelling
experiences to the four categories of focus and context
awareness problems that this study aimed to investigate.
As mentioned earlier, the participants were also asked
to describe any problems other than those related to
focus and context awareness. Most of these other problems
identified were however generally minor and are outside
the scope of this article.
Table A4 provides a summary of the participants’
responses indicating whether or not they had faced
focus and context awareness difficulties while performing
3D modelling tasks. Detailed explanations of the issues
related to these categories are provided in the following
sections.
4.5.1. Maintaining position awareness
Regarding the issue of maintaining position awareness,
the participants were asked (Question 16) to discuss how
they know what objects they are looking at, and from
which angle they are being viewed. Eleven (84%) of the
participants said that they relied on extra viewports to
display multiple viewing angles of objects to guide them
during the navigation process. The other two participants,
however, relied on reference drawings or sketches of
objects instead of opening extra viewports. These two
pointed out that opening extra viewports reduced the size
of their screen workspace.
Question 17 asked the participants whether they have
experienced any difficulties recognizing the orientation of
objects in 3D scenes. Once again, 11 of the participants
acknowledged that they often fail to recognize the
orientation of objects, particularly in wireframe mode.
When asked in Question 18 to describe solutions to this
particular problem when it occurs, the participants said
that they often rely on one of three different solutions
to this problem: look at the object in other viewports
or printed reference material, zoom out of the scene
being viewed (e.g. using view all), or change the mode
of the object being displayed (e.g. from wireframe to solid
mode).
A very similar pattern is also observed during the
manipulation process. In questions 19–21, the participants
were asked about the approaches they take during the
manipulation process, and whether they have encountered
any problems realizing the extent of their manipulation, or
recognizing objects’ position and orientation as the result
of manipulation. In response to Question 19, eleven (84%)
of the participants stated that they rely on extra viewports
to guide the manipulation process. For questions 20 and
21, the same number of participants claimed that they
had sometimes experienced problems understanding what
they had done during the manipulation process, as well as
not recognizing objects’ position and orientation.
Figure 8 illustrates the difficulty that modellers may
have faced when navigating in a 3D space. In this example,
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a 3D car model (Figure 8a) is shown in wireframe mode.
From this viewing angle, the viewer should be able to
identify the orientation of the displayed model. However,
when navigating, the model may be seen from a different
orientation as illustrated in Figure 8b. In this case, due
to the overlapping edges, it would be difficult to recognize
the orientation of the car. In Figure 8c the display mode is
changed from wireframe to solid, thereby, rectifying this
confusion and making it clear that the model in Figure 8b
is being viewed from underneath. Note that this problem
is made worse by the use of orthographic mode, and would
be less of a problem in perspective mode.
a)
b)
c)
Figure 8. An example of maintaining position awareness
problem caused by navigation.
A common solution to maintaining position awareness,
as pointed out by a few of the participants, is to open
a second viewport in which the model is continuously
shown in solid mode. Figure 9 illustrates the benefit of
using multiple viewports. Figure 9a shows the orientation
of the model before navigation, while Figure 9b shows
its orientation after some navigation. Although the
differences between these two orientations are not so
noticeable in the wireframe views, the solid mode (shown
on the right for each case) provides a better perspective
of the model’s orientation. Unfortunately however, in
most conventional 3D modelling software there is no
link between multiple viewports. This means that the
orientation of the model being viewed in two viewports
will not remain the same when navigation is performed
in one of the viewports. One of the ways of achieving
the linked display effect in some software, as shown in
Figure 9, is by splitting a single viewport into two.
a)
b)
Figure 9. Orientation of the model (a) prior to navigation,
and (b) after navigation, in both wireframe and solid modes.
It should also be noted that in some cases displaying
the model in both solid and wireframe modes may not
solve the problem of focus and context awareness during
the navigation and manipulation process. For instance,
the problem would persist when the selected objects or
components of the model are internal and cannot be seen
in the solid mode (see Figure 10).
a)
b)
Figure 10. The selected front seat is (a) visible in wireframe
mode, and (b) not visible in solid mode.
4.5.2. Identifying and selecting objects or components of
interest
The participants were asked to describe how they manage
selection of objects and components of 3D models
(Question 22), how they make sure that they are selecting
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the correct one (Question 23), and whether they have
encountered any problems when performing this type of
tasks (Question 24). In response to these three related
questions, ten (77%) of the participants mentioned that
they have encountered problems when performing such
operations, and described various methods for managing
the object or component selection process. These methods
include selecting and hiding the unwanted objects,
putting objects in different layers and not displaying the
unwanted layers, performing navigation moves around
objects, zooming in and out, opening multiple viewports
with different views, and generally relying on trial and
error to determine the status of the selected objects or
components.
To investigate this issue further, the participants were
asked to look at a model in wireframe mode (as shown in
Figure 11a) and to identify the location of the selected tyre
(i.e. rear left). All the participants were able to identify
the location of the selected tyre correctly without the
aid of other tools such as using a second viewport. The
participants were then presented with a rotated image of
the same model (as shown in Figure 11b), and asked to
identify whether the selected tyre was the rear left or right
tyre. More than 80% of the participants gave the wrong
answer to this question by saying that it was the rear
right tyre. However, when the model was shown in solid
mode (Figure 11c), the participants were able to correct
their mistake. This demonstrates that having multiple
viewports and displaying a model in different modes are
needed to help even experienced modellers to recognize
the orientation of the model after a manipulation process.
Unfortunately this is not always sufficient though, as
demonstrated by another example, in which the entire car
is rotated even further, as shown in Figure 12. When the
participants were shown this image with both solid and
wireframe modes, and asked to identify the location of
the selected tyre, they found it difficult to answer even
with the support of the solid model. In fact, more than
80% of the participants gave the wrong, by assuming that
the selected tyre was the rear right tyre instead of the rear
left. This confusion is caused by the fact that the selected
object is highlighted and looks closer to the viewer. The
participants were also rather confused when comparing
the wireframe and solid views of the model which seemed
to contradict each other.
One could of course argue that the problem demon-
strated in this example is caused by the fact that the
implementation of highlighting method in some software
displays highlighted objects closer to the viewer, and other
better highlighting solutions could be found. However, due
to a lack of studies such as ours, these problems have not
been identified previously, or addressed by most existing
3D modelling software.
a)
b)
c)
Figure 11. View of a model with the rear left tyre selected in
(a) initial wireframe mode, and after rotation in (b) wireframe
mode, and (c) solid mode.
a)
b)
Figure 12. Model of the car after further rotation in (a)
wireframe mode, and (b) solid mode.
4.5.3. Recognizing the distance between objects or
components of interest
The participants were asked whether they have had any
difficulties recognizing the distance between components
or objects of a model (Question 25), and how they would
verify which components are nearer to them (Question
26). Twelve (92%) of the participants admitted that
they sometimes find it difficult to recognize the distance
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between components or objects (i.e. how far apart they
are) or recognize their depth order. Due to the depth order
problem in particular, they often select the wrong object
or component, and this causes them to either repeat or
perform unnecessary steps to correct their mistakes, which
should be avoidable from the outset. The participants
also pointed out that they rely on various techniques to
assist them with solving their mistakes. These techniques
include zooming, moving around objects (navigation),
opening multiple orthographic viewports, changing the
model editing mode from wireframe to solid, and using
back surface removal. The back surface removal technique
(as shown in Figure 13) is effective for reducing the
amount of information being displayed, but it removes
the components of the far side of the selected object,
and consequently, the relationship between near and far
components is lost.
a)
b)
Figure 13. Model of a car (a) without back surface removal
all the vertices and edges of the selected object (car body)
are shown, and (b) with back surface removal only the front
vertices and edges are shown.
4.5.4. Realizing the relative position of objects or
components of interest
Question 27 asked the participants whether they prefer
to create a model as a single object, or as a series of
individual objects modelled separately and then combined
together. The aim of this question was to identify any
problems encountered during the process of assembling
objects. Almost all the participants (12) said that they
prefer to create individual objects separately and then
assemble them together. However, in response to Question
28, eight of these 12 participants said that they found the
process of assembling different objects together to be a
difficult one, in which they encounter problems such as
selection, alignment, etc. as described earlier.
In Question 29, the participants were asked to describe
the methods they use to reduce the difficulty of
recognizing objects’ relative position when assembling
them. Their responses showed that more than 90% of them
rely on multiple viewports in one way or another to ease
their tasks when assembling objects.
4.5.5. Group project or collaborative work
The final part of the interviews investigated the
participants’ experiences relating to group projects and
collaborative types of work (questions 30–38). The
purpose of these questions was to find out any focus and
context awareness problems which may occur specifically
in these types of collaborative work, that may not relate
to performing modelling tasks by a single modeller.
Therefore, in this section we only present issues relevant
to focus and context awareness.
In response to Question 33, all the participants who
had experienced group work noted that there is often no
single individual who decides on the scale or textures of
the model. Any proposals or ideas are generally discussed
and agreed upon by the team members.
These participants mentioned that usually an individual
team member is assigned the task of the final arrangement
of objects in a model or scene (Question 35), and that this
particular individual usually has no right to modify or
amend objects created by others (Question 36). The task
of improving the individual objects is undertaken by the
owner or creator of the object. The aim of this question
was to understand the difficulties (if any) that are faced
by an individual when combining or modifying models
created by others.
Furthermore, in the related Question 37, the partici-
pants stated that the individual responsible for assembling
the final scene performs the task of placing the 3D objects
at their designated locations in the 3D space. While per-
forming this task, the individual involved often faces prob-
lems caused by the quality of the 3D objects failing to meet
the scale or standard of the project.
Finally, in response to Question 38, the participants
noted that they often experience some difficulties in
placing individual objects in a 3D space due to the
problem of not recognizing the relative position of objects
(a point which has been discussed earlier).
4.6. Summary of the findings
The results of the study of professional 3D modellers have
further highlighted and clarified issues related to the four
categories of problems associated with maintaining focus
and context awareness in 3D modelling tasks, as identified
in the earlier pilot study of novice modellers. These issues
are summarized as follows:
 Maintaining position awareness: This category of
problems refers to modellers’ difficulty in maintaining
awareness of the position and orientation of objects
of a model when performing manipulation and
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navigation tasks. Findings from the study show
that modellers often rely on techniques such as
opening multiple viewports, hiding, layering, and
changing model display mode to solid or wireframe
when performing these tasks. These techniques
enable modellers to maintain or re-establish their
understanding of context and recognize what they
are looking at in terms of their focus. However,
none of these techniques is able to fully support
maintaining position awareness. For instance when
using multiple viewports, the area of focus and
context are separated, which requires modellers to
switch their attention from one viewport to another.
In addition to this problem of discontinuity, the
objects being viewed in each viewport are often
displayed in different zoom level or from different
viewing orientation. These two problems occur
because in most 3D modelling software viewports are
treated independently of each other. Furthermore,
using multiple viewports also divides screen real-
estate into a series of smaller sections which reduces
the amount of information that can be displayed in
each of them and condenses the size of the graphical
data (i.e. model) on the screen. Consequently,
modelling tasks tend to become more complicated
because the objects and components of the model
overlap each other even more.
 Identifying and selecting object or components of
interest : This category of problems refers to
situations where modellers face some difficulties in
selecting objects or components of interest correctly.
As discussed earlier, overlapping of objects and
components is a factor that causes this type
of problem to occur. In a cluttered 3D model
viewing situation, modellers have to rely on different
techniques such as hiding and layering to overcome
this problem. These techniques reduce the amount
of clutter and therefore increase the accuracy of
selecting objects or components of interest. However,
they also tend to eliminate modellers’ ability to
maintain their awareness of the relationship between
the objects or components of interest with the others
(i.e. context). As a result, modelling tasks which
are constrained by these hidden objects can become
difficult.
 Recognizing the distance between objects or compo-
nents of interest : This third category of problem
relates to recognizing the location of objects or com-
ponents in a virtual 3D modelling space. It includes
the difficulty of recognizing the near and far objects or
components. This type of problem often takes place
when models are displayed in the wireframe mode. As
discussed earlier, modellers often use multiple view-
ports to overcome this problem by viewing objects or
components of interest from different angles or orien-
tations. This reliance on multiple viewports, however,
leads to break down of focus and context awareness
as discussed before.
 Realizing the relative position of objects or compo-
nents of interest : This category of problem is related
to the difficulty of placing or aligning objects in a
virtual 3D space. Findings of the study, as discussed
earlier, indicate that modellers often have difficulties
in performing this type of task using conventional 3D
modelling software. The study showed that modellers
usually need to view the model being manipulated
from various angles (e.g. top, side, and front) in mul-
tiple viewports. This, once again, leads to problems
associated with relying on multiple viewports.
5. SUPPORTING FOCUS AND CONTEXT
AWARENESS
Potential solutions for better supporting focus and context
awareness in 3D modelling tasks may be found in two
different (and somewhat independent) fields of existing
research, namely those relating to focus and context
awareness, and those dealing with 3D environments.
The literature on focus and context awareness generally
deal with providing more effective visualizations of
focus and contextual information, while those related
to 3D environments largely aim to support better user
interaction with virtual 3D worlds. As such, here we
divide our presentation of potential solutions to focus
and context awareness problems into visualization and
interaction techniques.
5.1. Visualization
Most of the problems that our studies have identified can
be addressed by providing more effective visualizations of
focus and context. Although research dealing specifically
with focus and context awareness in 3D environments
is not extensive, there is a large body of work
dealing with issues related to visualization of focus and
context information in 2D environments. Cockburn et al.
[2008] provide a review of focus and context in 2D
interfaces. They divide their review into four categories:
overview+detail (spatial separation), zooming (temporal
separation), focus+context (seamless focus in context),
and cue-based techniques.
We use this categorization here to discuss the
relevance of some of the existing 2D focus and context
awareness visualization techniques as potential solutions
for addressing the problems our studies have identified in
relation to 3D modelling tasks.
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5.1.1. Overview+detail
These types of visualizations present an overview of the
entire information space along with a detailed view of
part of the information space in separate spatial areas
(e.g. windows) [Hornbæk et al., 2002]. Overview+detail
techniques are commonly used, for instance, in map
visualizations and computer applications (e.g. thumbnail
document viewers). Although these techniques improve
user navigation, due to the spatial separation of the
overview and detail spaces, their use can require more
mental effort, and they can be slower to use than other
visualizations relying on a single view [Hornbæk et al.,
2002].
Overview+detail is certainly supported by almost all
3D modelling software that allow multiple viewports, in
which users can choose to have different combinations of
overview (zoomed-out) and detail (zoomed-in) views of
their 3D modelling workspace. As our pilot study shows,
multiple viewports are commonly used, both in ortho-
graphic and perspective modes, to simultaneously view
models from different positions (Section 3.3.3), particu-
larly when placing and aligning objects (Section 3.3.7).
Similarly, our study of professional modellers showed
the use of multiple viewports to deal with maintain-
ing position awareness during navigation and manipu-
lation tasks(Section 4.5.1), when trying to recognizing
the distance between objects or components of interest
(Section 4.5.3), as well as when attempting to realize
the relative position of objects or components of interest
(Section 4.5.4). However, our studies also show that such
combinations of viewports on their own are not always
sufficient in providing modellers with focus and context
awareness needed to carry out their tasks (Section 4.6).
Furthermore, Plaisant et al. [1995] specify that for
overview+detail techniques to be effective they must
provide a tight coupling between the two views, so that
navigation or selection actions in one are immediately
reflected in the other [Ahlberg and Shneiderman, 1994].
Although it is possible to lock viewports together
in some 3D modelling software, this is not automatic,
and as such navigation tasks in one viewport may not
necessarily change the views of other viewports. This
makes maintaining position awareness challenging even
with the use of multiple viewports as identified in our
studies (Section 4.5.1). Most 3D modelling software also
do not enforce a size ratio factor between the areas of
overview and detail viewports. Although the area size
factor, along with the zoom factor, are task dependant,
there are recommended area size factors (e.g. less than 25
[Plaisant et al., 1995]) which should be followed.
In most 3D modelling software the size of viewports
can be modified independently of each other, or they are
forced to be the same size. In addition, as more viewports
are opened, with the limited screen real-estate available,
the working area in each viewport becomes even smaller,
causing even more overlapping of objects and components
of the model (Section 4.6).
5.1.2. Zooming
Zoom-based visualization techniques have existed for over
two decades. Perlin and Fox [1993] introduced the concept
of portals, to allow users in a collaborative setting to
roam and view different parts of an “infinite shared
desktop” using magnifying glasses (i.e. magnification-
based zooming). They also introduced the concept of
semantic zooming, which relates to the amount of
semantic detail presented at different zoom levels.
All 3D modelling software provide magnification-based
zooming. Semantic zooming is also supported, to some
extent, by allowing the viewing of models in different
modes (e.g. solid view and wireframe), as well as in
the level of detail shown at different zoom levels. Also,
in cases where objects are grouped and named, details
such as object names are shown when sufficient zooming-
in is applied. Although as our pilot study participants
pointed out, such extra detail can actually make modelling
tasks more challenging by further cluttering the visual
information space (Section 3.3.8).
Hornbæk et al. [2002] point out that zoomable interfaces
generally combine zooming (change of scale) with panning
(change of visible area). They also discuss how in most
cases zooming and panning are changed linearly through
direct user input (e.g. via a mouse). Non-linear zooming
and panning, on the other hand, can be in one of
three forms: goal-directed (direct zoom to a particular
scale), combined zooming and panning (extensive panning
leading to automatic zooming), and automatic zoom to an
object of interest [Hornbæk et al., 2002].
An example of this type of automatic zoom is through
the use of view all function in Blender, which was
considered to be very useful by the participants of our
pilot study (Section 3.3.4). This can, however, lead to a
drastic change of the viewing position and size, which can
in turn cause difficulties in maintaining position awareness
(Section 4.5.1).
Although various studies that have investigated the
effectiveness of zooming, with or without overview, in
2D visualizations have been inconclusive, there is some
evidence for benefits they offer [Hornbæk et al., 2002].
Similarly, our studies show that although zooming,
in combination with multiple viewports, is commonly
used in 3D modelling tasks for aligning and placement
of objects (Section 3.3.7), maintaining position aware-
ness (Section 4.5.1), identifying and selecting objects and
components (Section 4.5.2), and recognizing the distance
between objects or components of interest (Section 4.5.3),
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zooming methods are not always satisfactory in overcom-
ing focus and context awareness problems associated with
these tasks (Section 4.6).
5.1.3. Focus+context
Unlike the previous two types of techniques, which
either separate focus and context views spa-
tially (overview+detail) or temporally (zooming),
focus+context techniques combine focus and context
views into a single visualization, and therefore, reduce
reliance on short-term memory required for assimilating
views separated over space or time [Cockburn et al.,
2008].
As discussed in the previous two sections, our studies
have identified that the use of multiple viewports (which
causes spatial separation), with or without zooming
(which causes temporal separation), tend to be insufficient
in supporting effective focus and context awareness in 3D
modelling tasks. Focus+context techniques, on the other
hand, aim to reduce spatial and temporal separation, and
therefore, may offer better support for focus and context
awareness.
Many focus+context techniques tend to be distortion-
based, and use differential scaling as the visualization
moves away from the focus of interest towards context.
These methods include bifocal display [Spence and
Apperley, 1982], fisheye view [Furnas, 1986, 2006],
perspective wall [Mackinlay et al., 1991], and others (for a
review see [Leung and Apperley, 1994]). Although in some
cases distortion-based techniques such as fisheye view
perform better than, for instance, zoom-based techniques
[Schaffer et al., 1996], they distort viewing space, and
therefore, suffer from misrepresentation of underlying
data, and pose challenges to target acquisition [Cockburn
et al., 2008].
As such, distortion-based techniques are not generally
suitable for 3D modelling tasks where presentation
of spatial relationships is important, for instance, for
recognizing the distance between objects or components of
interest (Section 4.5.3), or realizing their relative positions
(Section 4.5.4). Similarly, in 3D modelling, the ability
to find and select targets (i.e. objects or components
of interest) is critically important for task performance
(Section 4.5.2), making distortion-based techniques less
than ideal for such tasks.
There is another category of non-distortion-based
focus+context techniques, which utilize a number of
opaque and transparent or semi-transparent (using alpha-
blending [Porter and Duff, 1984]) layers to combine focus
and contextual views of information spaces into a single
view. One of the earliest examples of such a multi-layer
visualization using a transparent layer is Magic Lens
[Bier et al., 1993], which not only provides magnification
type zooming of focus area over the context, but also
semantic zooming of the level or type of information
presented in the focus area. Other similar techniques
are demonstrated by Lieberman [1994], and Cox et al.
[1998]. Harrison et al. [1995] conducted experimental
evaluation of transparency levels, as well as other visual
design elements, that impact usability of multi-layer
visualizations. They suggest a transparency level of 50%
as a good trade-off for supporting tasks on both the
foreground and background layers.
Baudisch and Gutwin [2004] have, however, identified
a major problem with multi-layer techniques using alpha-
blending, in that they introduce visual ambiguity. This
makes it difficult for viewers to identify the actual layer
on which different visual information are presented (also
noted by [Cox et al., 1998]).
As many 3D modelling tasks require accurate per-
ception of depth-ordering (Section 4.5.3), alpha-blended
multi-layer techniques are not likely to be useful for these
tasks.
To avoid visual ambiguity of alpha-blending techniques,
other methods have been proposed which tend to visually
separate focus from context, while presenting both in
a single view. An example of these is the cutaway
technique, used, for instance, in volumetric medical data
visualizations [Viola et al., 2005]. Various interactive
cutaway techniques have been implemented to allow
cutting based on a location specified by the user [Bruyns
et al., 2002], automatically around the object of interest
[Diepstraten et al., 2003], or based on the hierarchy of the
objects of a model [Li et al., 2007]. The cutaway technique
removes parts of the rendered 3D objects, leading to
the lack of contextual information [Moura Pinto and Dal
Sasso Freitas, 2011]. To solve this problem, at least in the
case of rendered volumetric data, other techniques have
been developed. These include ClearView [Krüger et al.,
2006] which relies on the use of explicit ordered layers,
hybrid visibility [Bruckner et al., 2010] used for generating
3D illustrations using 2D and 3D layers, importance-aware
composition [Moura Pinto and Dal Sasso Freitas, 2011]
which also requires manual layering based on importance,
deformation based techniques [McGuffin et al., 2003]
which distort the context in which the area of focus
is shown, and dynamic transparency [Elmqvist et al.,
2007] that supports viewing of occluded 3D objects by
changing the transparency of occluding surfaces (for a
more complete review of the volumetric techniques see
[Krüger et al., 2006] and [Bruckner et al., 2010]).
All these techniques are however rendering techniques,
applied at the pixel or voxel level to render several layers
into a single composited rendered view.
Therefore, these techniques have not been used in 3D
modelling situations, where the user needs to interact with
modelling components and objects (e.g. select a vertex or
a group of vertices), rather than a series of pixels or voxels
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which are rendered and presented as a single image. A
more interesting cutaway technique has been developed by
Knödel et al. [2009] for 3D polygonal models (rather than
volumetric data as above), which although is currently
proposed for illustration rendering purposes, should be
investigate for 3D modelling tasks.
There are also a number of hardware-based
focus+context techniques, which aim to address
visual ambiguity or distortion-related problems caused
by software-based focus+context visualizations. For
example, the mixed-resolution displays setup [Baudisch
et al., 2002] uses a small high-resolution display for focus
and a larger projected lower-resolution display for con-
text. These type of systems have however become less
useful with more widespread availability of affordable
large high-resolution displays.
Other hardware-based solutions include the use
of multi-layered displays [PureDepth, 2014] in 2D
visualizations, where the physical front layer of the
display is used for focus and the rear layer used for
context [Wong et al., 2005, Masoodian et al., 2004]; and
augmented reality techniques for combining context and
focus [Zollmann et al., 2012].
Finally, with the more wide-spread availability of 3D
stereoscopic displays in recent years, there is growing
research in designing for such displays, particularly
in computer games [Schild et al., 2013], which have
shown some positive benefits in terms of gameplay task
performance [Kulshreshth et al., 2012]. Interestingly new
extensions to 3ds Max [Autodesk, 2014] are planned to
provide stereo camera design tools for 3D modellers in
the near future.
5.1.4. Cue-based
Unlike the other three categories of focus and context
visualizations, which define focus based on an area of
interest (i.e. a sub-space of the context), cue-based
techniques define focus across the context based on some
specific properties [Cockburn et al., 2008]. Objects of
focus which satisfy a particular criteria are displayed in
a manner that separates them from context. Examples
of such techniques include the semantic depth of field
[Kosara et al., 2001, 2002] method for rendering 2D and
3D images, in which objects of interest (focus) are sharply
displayed while the less relevant areas (context) are
blurred. However, as with volumetric rendering techniques
described above, the result of this technique is a rendered
image.
Most 3D modelling software allow users to define 3D
objects (i.e. components grouped together) which can
then be selected easily, for instance by using the names
assigned to different grouped objects (Section 3.3.8). This
grouping technique is usually used for selecting an object
and hiding the remaining parts of the model, particularly
when trying to identify and select objects or components
of interest (Section 4.5.2). However, as mentioned earlier,
in such cases the context is hidden from the view, causing
awareness problems for the user (Section 4.6).
5.2. Interaction
In their recent comprehensive survey of interaction
techniques for 3D environments, Jankowski and Hachet
[2013] use the categorization of earlier surveys ([Hand,
1997, Bowman et al., 2001]) to divide 3D interaction
into: navigation, selection and manipulation, and system
control. We also found this categorization useful for our
discussion here.
5.2.1. Navigation
Navigation refers to the process of moving around in a
virtual 3D space. Navigation can be subdivided into the
motor aspect of navigation, or what Bowman et al. [2001]
refer to as travel, and the cognitive aspect, referred to as
wayfinding (see below).
Mackinlay et al. [1990] identify at least four types of
movement (or travel) in interactive 3D environments: (1)
general exploratory movement, (2) targeted movement
with respect to a specific target, (3) specified coordinate
movement to a precise position and orientation, and
(4) specified trajectory movement along a position and
orientation trajectory.
General and targeted navigations are perhaps the most
common in 3D modelling tasks. Specified coordinate
movements, although possible, are not as frequent, while
specified trajectory movements are not generally done
in 3D modelling while creating the models themselves.
Although navigation is clearly important in 3D modelling
tasks, as our studies have shown, commonly used
techniques as such targeted navigation are not always
sufficient for maintaining position awareness, and can lead
to problems related to not knowing the viewing position
or orientation even after simple navigation activities
(Section 4.5.1).
Unfortunately, most techniques proposed for supporting
better navigation in 3D environments (see [Jankowski
and Hachet, 2013] for a review) are more suitable either
for users’ interaction with CAD systems or navigation
in already-made (i.e. not in editing mode) virtual 3D
worlds (e.g. virtual tours, 3D computer games, etc.).
The underlying aim of all these techniques is to allow
users’ navigation automatically, or semi-automatically,
through an existing 3D space by controlling or limiting
user’s degree of freedom in moving their viewpoint.
Examples of such techniques include Point of Interest
Logarithmic Flight [Mackinlay et al., 1990], Path Drawing
for walkthrough [Igarashi et al., 1998], Speed-couple Flying
with Orbiting [Tan et al., 2001], HoverCam [Khan et al.,
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2005], and a range of others based on camera control
mechanisms (for a review see [Christie and Olivier, 2009]).
Besides removing some of the control from the viewer,
the main reason for why these techniques are not very
useful for 3D modelling scenarios is because they assume
certain properties or assign some constraints to objects
presented in the virtual 3D world, often mapping those of
real physical world (e.g. solid objects such as walls cannot
be penetrated, movements are done along existing paths,
etc.). Such assumptions are however not valid or useful
in 3D modelling tasks, when the modellers may need
to manipulate and modify objects internally, particularly
in wireframe mode which is commonly used for vertex
selection and manipulation type tasks (Section 3.3.6).
The problem of maintaining position awareness, as
identified in our studies (Section 4.5.1), is less about
the travel or movements aspects of navigation and
has more to do with wayfinding. Wayfinding [Darken
and Sibert, 1996], is related to how users build up a
mental model of the virtual 3D world [Jankowski and
Hachet, 2013]. In wayfinding, the actual navigation is
not the goal of interaction, but only the means of
accomplishing a specific task [Darken and Sibert, 1996].
Ease of navigation (travel), however, clearly contributes
to improved wayfinding [Elmqvist et al., 2008].
Despite its importance to position awareness in 3D
modelling tasks, wayfinding has not been investigated in
this context specifically (i.e. in modelling tasks). Most
proposed wayfinding techniques tend to suggest solutions
for improving interaction of users (not modellers) with
virtual 3D worlds by acquiring and using their spatial
knowledge of the environment [Bowman et al., 2001].
These include the use of landmarks [Vinson, 1999],
personal marks [Grammenos et al., 2006], as well as the
use of semi-transparency (Section 5.1) for showing the
internal parts of occluded surfaces [Knödel et al., 2009].
One of the useful techniques developed for CAD
systems, which could help with position awareness in 3D
modelling environments, is the ViewCube [Khan et al.,
2008]. ViewCube was developed as an orientation indicator
to show the current view orientation of the user, as well
as allowing change of orientation when needed. ViewCube
is one of several proposed Safe 3D Navigation solutions
for by Fitzmaurice et al. [2008]. The other potentially
useful Safe 3D Navigation tool is the green-ball pivot point
indicator for navigation operations (e.g. rotations).
Participants of our pilot study found the lack of viewer’s
eye location indicator in Blender to be problematic
(Section 3.3.5) for maintaining position (e.g. orientation)
awareness. Tools such as ViewCube would resolve such
problems.
5.2.2. Selection and manipulation
Most research investigating selection methods deal with
selection of objects in interactive (and often immersive)
virtual 3D environments and games,
while issues related to selection of objects or
components in 3D modelling tasks, which our studies have
shown to be challenging (Section 4.5.2), have received
little attention.
Research on objection selection have investigated
techniques that range from conventional ray-casting
(which perform badly on small or distant targets
[Poupyrev et al., 1996]) to its modified versions
[Argelaguet and Andujar, 2009], to more novel techniques
such as semantic pointing [Elmqvist and Fekete, 2008]
which shrinks empty space to enlarge potential selection
targets. Experience from 2D environments, however,
indicate that distortion-based techniques seem to actually
make target selection more difficult [Gutwin, 2002].
In general, many of these 3D selection techniques are
similar to those found in 2D applications (for a review
see [Balakrishnan, 2004]) and do not scale well to cases
such as 3D modelling where a large number of targets
(e.g. vertices, edges) are often located in close proximity
(Section 3.3.6). One potential solution to selection of small
targets in 3D space is the 3D volume cursor proposed
by Zhai et al. [1994], which has unfortunately not been
investigated further.
There are also a number of object selection methods
that aim to overcome the problem of occlusion. Most of
these deal with 2D user interface environments, which can
become overcrowded with many open windows. Ramos
et al. [2006] provide a review of these techniques, and
present two of their own, which either present occluded
objects in a 3D stacked layers (Thumbler), or in a spatially
separated collection of thumbnails (Splatter). A user study
of these techniques, comparing them with conventional
layers palette, found several advantages and shortcoming,
and also led to a third technique being proposed (Depth
Wall). Although these methods mainly deal with 2D
settings, they can be investigated in 3D modelling tasks
for showing depth ordering of objects.
However, it is unlikely that they will be useful for
showing small objects, a large number of objects, or small
components which lack visual differences. These tend to
be exactly the types of situations encountered in 3D
modelling tasks, when users often need to select a vertex
or a group of vertices (Section 3.3.6).
Manipulation tasks at the object level (e.g. scaling,
rotation, etc.) are generally well supported by most
3D modelling software, as well as CAD systems. At
the component level (e.g. vertices, edges), most of the
challenges faced by 3D modellers are related to component
selection and not necessarily component manipulation. As
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such, component or object manipulation issues are not
considered here (for a review of 3D object manipulation
techniques see [Jankowski and Hachet, 2013]).
5.2.3. System control
System or application control tasks refer to selection
of commands provided by software applications, to
either change the state of the system or its mode
of interaction [Bowman et al., 2001, 2004]. Most 3D
modelling software, including those used by our study
participants, generally use system control techniques
developed for 2D applications, and present their user
interface components (e.g. menus, toolbars, buttons,
dialog boxes, etc.) in 2D.
As mentioned earlier (Section 1, although 3D modelling
software offer a large number of system controls, these
can generally be learnt over time with practice, and
therefore were not investigated specifically in our studies.
Interested reader may, however, find the review of system
control techniques by Jankowski and Hachet [2013], and
a number of novel techniques by Fitzmaurice et al. [2008]
useful.
6. CONCLUSIONS
This article has presented two complementary studies
of problems faced by 3D modellers using conventional
modelling software to perform their tasks. The first of
these was a questionnaire-based study, which took an
exploratory approach to investigate the broad range of
problems novice 3D modellers encounter, the situations
that lead to such problems, and the ways in which
modellers attempt to overcome them using existing
software tools.
The findings of this study led to the formulation of
four specific categories of focus and context awareness
problems, which were then investigated in a more
comprehensive second study, involving interviews and
observation of professional 3D modellers.
The results of the second study confirmed our
categorization of the four types of focus and context
awareness problems faced by 3D modellers, and shed
more light on the nature of these problems in terms
of when and how they occur, and what remedial steps
are taken by modellers given the limited range of tools
and options provided by modelling software. This study
also showed that although the professional modellers
participating in it were much more experienced than
novice modellers of the first study, their experience of
working for many years had not really enabled them to
overcome these fundamental focus and context awareness
problems. Furthermore, although professional modellers
had clearly learnt, through years of practice, to cope with
such problems when they occurred, their means of dealing
with them using existing tools (e.g. having multiple
viewports open, hiding parts of models, etc.) remained
rather rudimentary, and not always very effective.
It is important to note that our studies mainly
investigated focus and context awareness problems
associated with 3D modelling tasks. These, however, are
not the only types of problems faced by modellers in using
3D modelling software, and further research is clearly
needed to study the extent of other challenges they deal
with using such software.
Finally, it should also be noted that although our
studies have been based on the use of polygonal modelling
techniques, it is likely that other types of modelling
techniques based on point cloud, solid geometry, etc. that
require navigation and manipulation of points and objects
in a virtual 3D world suffer from similar focus and context
awareness problems identified here. Yet other techniques
such as 3D scanning and sketching allow initial creation of
3D models, which usually need to be further manipulated
and refined using polygonal modelling type techniques. As
such, modellers using these types of tools would also end
up facing focus and context awareness issues as part of
their modelling process.
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Table A1. A summary of the pilot study questionnaire.
No. Question and (answer range)
1 Age range (below 20, 20–25, above 20)
2 Gender (male, female)
3 3D modelling experience (3ds Max, Blender, Cinema 4D, LightWave, Maya, Wing 3D)
4 Do you feel you have successfully completed the assignment? (yes, no)
5 How often did you delete a 3D object you were working on and started with a new object? (never, one or
more times)
6 How regularly did you use/view each of the following viewport options? (In orthogonal mode: camera view,
front view, side view, top view, view all) (In perspective mode: camera view, front view, side view, top view,
view all)
7 If you have used the “view all” window, how important was it to see all the objects you had created? (not
important–very important)
8 Blender does not have an indicator for the eye location in its various views, how problematic was this when
finding your location in the 3D world? (not problematic–very problematic)
9 How easy was it to select a single vertex when there were many vertices in your model? (not difficult–very
difficult)
10 How easy was it to select a group of vertices (e.g. an edge or face) together when there were many edges or
faces in your model? (not difficult–very difficult)
11 How easy was it to align objects in perspective view (e.g. when putting an object on top of another object)?
(not easy–very easy)
12 How useful would it be to show object names (labels) in perspective view? (not useful–very useful)
13 Do you know what the occlusion effect is? (yes, no)
If yes, how useful do you think it will be to have it? (not useful–very useful)
14 Do you know what the parallax effect is? (yes, no)
If yes, how useful do you think it will be to have it? (not useful–very useful)
15 Do you know what the depth perception is? (yes, no)
If yes, how useful do you think it will be to have it? (not useful–very useful)
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Table A2. A summary of the interview questions.
No. Question
1 Can you tell me a bit about yourself and your experience with 3D modelling?
2 What are the 3D modelling software you commonly use to create your models?
3 What is one of the most challenging projects you have ever worked on?
4 What is the average time required to complete a project?
5 Do you do computer animation as well?
6 How much time (in percentage terms) do you spend on modelling or animation?
7 How do you compare the difficulty level of 3D modelling versus animation?
8 Do you recycle or reuse your own existing models for new models, or do you always start from scratch?
9 Have you ever used or improved someone else’s model?
10 If yes to 9: what has been your experience when working with or improving someone else’s model?
11 When you start a model, do you have everything clear in your mind or does it develop as you progress?
12 For other elements such as lights, textures, color, etc., do you have everything clear in your mind when you
start a model or does it develop as you progress?
13 For texturing, do you generally draw your textures from scratch or do you start with existing textures or
reference photos?
14 What is the most common type of viewport you use when performing 3D modelling tasks?
15 When editing objects, do you prefer to work in orthographic or perspective mode?
16 How do you maintain position awareness when navigating in the 3D modelling scene; that is do you know
what object you are looking at and from which angle?
17 Have you encountered a situation in which you are not sure what object you are looking at and from which
angle?
18 If yes to 17: what caused it to happen and how did you resolve it?
19 When manipulating or transforming objects, what are the approaches that you take?
20 Have you encountered any situation or condition in which you have not been sure what you have done or the
extent of manipulation that you applied to an object?
21 Have you had any experience of not knowing which side of an object you are looking at after manipulating
or transforming the object?
22 How do you manage selecting objects, vertices, edges or faces of a model?
23 When editing a model (e.g. extruding, adding, deleting and grouping vertices, edges or faces) how do you
make sure that you are selecting the correct component?
24 Have you encountered a situation in which you selected and edited the wrong object or component?
25 Do you have any difficulties recognizing the distance between front, internal or back parts of the model?
26 How do you verify which components are nearer to you?
27 For a single model, do you model several parts and then assemble them, or do you add patches to the edges
of existing patches?
28 If several parts are modelled in 27: When assembling different parts, have you encountered any problems in
realizing objects’ relative position?
29 If several parts are modelled in 27: What are the methods that you use for assembling different parts?
30 What types of models or scenes require you to work in groups?
31 When working in a group, how many team members are involved in a single project and how are they
classified?
32 Based on your experience, how is collaboration managed?
33 For all members in the group, how are the scale and texture of different objects determined? Is it determined
by an individual?
34 What is the most common problem faced by members when working in a group?
35 Is there an individual team member assigned to do the final arrangement of objects in a 3D scene?
36 If yes to 35: Does that particular individual have any rights to amend or modify different objects?
37 If yes to 35: Is the process of placing 3D objects and stitching undertaken by that particular individual?
38 If yes to 35: What are the most common problems faced by that particular individual?
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Table A3. The study participants’ modelling experience.
Participant Years of experience 3D Modelling software used
1 2 MAYA, 3ds Max, Blender
2 7 MAYA, 3ds Max
3 8 MAYA
4 11 MAYA, ZBrush
5 6 MAYA, 3ds Max, Blender, ZBrush
6 5 MAYA
7 5 MAYA, 3ds Max, Blender
8 10 MAYA, ZBrush
9 5 MAYA, 3ds Max, ZBrush, Lightwave
10 6 MAYA, 3ds Max
11 4 MAYA, 3ds Max
12 8 MAYA, 3ds Max, Softimage
13 5 MAYA, 3ds Max, ZBrush
Table A4. A summary of the study participants’ focus and context awareness problems. Blank cells indicate “no”.
Participant Maintaining posi-
tion awareness
Identifying and
selecting objects
or components
Recognizing the
distance between
objects or compo-
nents
Realizing the rel-
ative position of
objects or compo-
nents
1 yes yes yes yes
2 yes yes yes yes
3 yes yes yes yes
4 yes yes yes
5 yes yes yes
6 yes yes yes yes
7 yes yes yes yes
8 yes yes yes
9 yes
10 yes yes yes yes
11 yes yes yes yes
12 yes
13 yes yes
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